ABSTRACT. A subset E of an infinite discrete group G is called (i) an Rw-set if any bounded function on G supported by E is weakly almost periodic, (ii) a weak p-Sidon set (1 ~ p < 2) if on II (E) the I P -norm is bounded by a constant times the maximal C·-norm of I\G) , (iii) a T-set if xE n E and Ex n E are finite whenever x of e, and (iv) an FT-set if it is a finite union of T-sets. In this paper, we study relationships among these four classes of thin sets. We show, among other results, that (a) every infinite group G contains an Rw-set which is not an FT-set; (b) countable weak p-Sidon sets, 1 ~ P < 4/3 are F T -sets.
1. INTRODUCTION Let G be an infinite discrete group, W AP( G) the algebra of weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.) functions on G. A subset E of G is called an Rw-set if every function in /oo(G) which vanishes off E is w.a.p.; E is called a T-set if EnxE and En Ex are finite whenever x E G, x =f:. e, the identity of G. It was first proved by W. Rudin [17] that T-sets and hence finite unions of T-sets are R wsets. However, they seem to constitute the only known Rw-sets in the literature. In §3 we show that every infinite group contains an Rw-set which is not a finite union of T-sets. Rw-sets have already been studied by W. Ruppert [18] . We need the following characterization of Rw-sets which is similar to a result of his: a subset E of G is an Rw-set if and only if it does not contain a set of the form {xiY/ i = 1,2, ... , I:::; j :::; i} or {xiyj:j = 1,2, ... , I:::; i :::; j} where {Xi} and {yj are two sequences of distinct elements in G.
For I :::; p < 2, a subset E of G is called a weak p-Sidon set if there is a finite constant r such that II/lIp :::; rll/li. whenever IE/I (E) where II· II.
denotes the maximal C· -algebra norm on /1 (G). Weak I-Sidon sets are called weak Sidon sets in Picardello [15] and, for abelian G, weak p-Sidon sets are just p-Sidon sets as defined in Edwards and Ross [7] . We show that if I :::; p < 4/3 and E is a weak p-Sidon set then E contains no large squares. This generalizes a result in [7] for abelian groups. Dechamps-Gondim [5] proved that countable Sidon sets in abelian groups are finite unions of T-sets. We are able to adopt her proof to show in §4 that if 1 ~ p < 4/3 then countable weak p-Sidon sets are finite unions of T-sets. J. Bourgain [2] showed that Sidon sets, countable or not, in abelian groups are always finite unions of T -sets. It does not seem to be known whether his result holds for p-Sidon sets if 1 < p < 4/3.
On the other hand, T-sets can be quite large. Indeed, §4 also contains the following result which improves a result of ours in [4] : every infinite G contains aT-set E such that, for each positive integer k, E has a subset A of the form A = AI" ·A k = {XI" ,xk:xj E Aj' i = 1, ... ,k} where IAjl = k and IAI = kk. Bya result of Johnson and Woodward [12] , we then conclude that every infinite abelian group contains a T-set which is not a p-Sidon set for any l~p<2.
Definitions and general results on Rw-sets and weak p-Sidon sets are contained in §2.
PRELIMINARIES AND GENERAL RESULTS
Throughout this paper, G denotes an infinite discrete group, N the set of positive integers, and for a set A, IAI the cardinality of A. A subset E in G is said to contain large k-cubes if, for any given n EN, E contains a k-cube of length n. E is said to contain wide strips if, for any given n EN, E contains a strip of width n. A 2-cube is called a square in [4] and a I-cube of length n is just a set with n elements. A k-cube of length 2 is also called a parallelepiped of dimension k; see Hare [11] . (b) For k = 2, this result was proved in [13, p. 8] . In general, using the method of [13] , it is not hard to show, by induction on k, that if Bj C G, IBjl = n 2j -, + 1, i = 1, ... , k, then there exist Aj C Bj such that IAjl = n k and IA," ·Akl = n .
We omit the simple proof of (c).
Note that the proof of (a) also shows that if {aJ and {bj} are two sequences of distinct elements in G then E = {a j b j: i EN, 1 ::; j ::; n} contains an infinite triangle.
As usual, 1 00 (G) denotes the space of bounded complex-valued functions on G with sup norm. For f E 1 00 (G) and [18] . His condition (ii) in Theorem 7 of [18] is equivalent to our condition (2) above. For the sake of completeness, we include a proof of our proposition here.
(2) As usual, if {AJ is a sequence of sets then liminf Ai = U::~d (n:n Ai)·
The above proposition states that E is an Rw-set if and only if lim inf aiE and liminf Ea i are finite for any sequence {ail of distinct elements in G. (3) It is not hard to see that the above proposition can be also stated as follows: a subset E of G is an Rw-set if and only if it does not contain infinite triangles. For example, solvable groups are amenable but nonabelian free groups are not amenable; see Pier [14] . If G is amenable, let LIM(G) be the set of all left invariant means on G and, for E c G,
By Proposition 2.4, we obtain the following.
Corollary 2.6. II G is an infinite amenable group, E c G and dl(E) > 0 then E contains infinite triangles.
Remark. Let Z be the additive group of integers. It is easy to construct a subset E of Z such that (i) E contains infinite triangles, (ii) dl(E) = 0 and (iii) E does not contain arithmetic progressions of length 3. Note that a celebrated result of E. Szemirecti [20] states that if E c Z and dl(E) > 0 then E contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions; see Furstenberg [9] for an ergodic theoretical proof of this result.
Let If E is a subset of G and I E [' (E) then I will be identified with the function on G which equals I on E and is identically zero off E.
Note that p-Sidon sets are always weak p-Sidon and if G is amenable then weak p-Sidon sets are p-Sidon, since, in this case 11/11. = IIA(/)II, IE [' (G) ; see [8] . For abelian G, a weak p-Sidon set is just a p-Sidon set as defined by Edwards and Ross [7] . Note also that (weak) I-Sidon sets are just (weak) Sidon sets as defined by Picardello [15] . Furthermore, a subset E of G is a weak
Sidon set (Sidon set) if and only if B(G)IE = [OO(E) (B).(G)IE = [OO(E)).
We showed in [4] that weak Sidon sets do not contain large squares. This result can be strengthened somewhat with a minor change of the proof. (2) If the set E in the above corollary is countable, one can actually conclude that E is a finite union of T -sets; see §4.
(3) If G is abelian, a well-known result of Drury [6] states that if E is a Sidon set then XE E B(G)-, the uniform closure of B(G). Note that, for every infinite group G, B(G)-is properly contained in WAP(G); see [4] . For convenience, we call a set E in G an FT-set if it is a finite union of T -sets. It is not hard to see that a subset E of G is aT-set if and only if given any finite subset d of G there exists a finite subset F of E such that x , y E E\F and x =I-y imply xy -I , X -I Y ¢ d. Therefore, in the terminology of [13, p. 112], a set E is a T-set if and only if it tends to infinity.
EXISTENCE OF Rw-SETS WHICH ARE NOT FT-SETS
As in [4] , a subset E of G is said to be relatively dense if there exist finite sets X and Y such that G = XEY. We need the following result of ours in [4] . We are now ready to give the main result of this section. 
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a relatively dense subset of G and F a finite subset of G, e ¢ F. Then there exists a relatively dense subset E of S such that
Therefore, by induction, we can construct two sequences {t n } and {b n } in G
Since Dn c S(J(n) , (3.1) implies that
Also note that, as a consequence of (3.4), we have By symmetry, we only have to consider case (I). By renaming the two given sequences, we may also assume that Y I = e. Then, as demonstrated in the above paragraph, {aJ is eventually contained in U{Dm: mE NI U··· U N k _ l } for some fixed k ~ 2. By taking a subsequence, if needed, we may assume that {aJ is contained in U{Dm: m E N ko } for some fixed k o . Assume that a j E Dm; where mj E N ko . We may further assume that the mj 's are distinct.
For a fixed j, j =f 1, since {aJ is eventually contained in Dnyjl D, by (3.7) , Remarks. (1) If G is an abelian group then the above proof can be simplified somewhat. Our result seems to be new even for G = Z, the additive group of integers. However, for Z the set D can be constructed more explicitly as follows.
Write N as a disjoint union of infinite sets N k , k = 1, 2, ... , and define a(n) as before. Define blocks of consecutive positive integers C n , n = 1 , 2, ... , inductively so that (3.9) (3.10)
(2) Let G W be the weakly almost periodic compactification of the discrete group G. We can consider G as a subset of G
W •
Then the multiplication on G can be extended to G W which makes G W a semigroup with separately continuous multiplication; cf. [3] . In particular, G acts on the compact space G W by left multiplication. From the definition of Rw-sets, it is easy to see that a subset E of G is an Rw-set if and only if XE is w.a.p. and E-(the closure of E in G W ) is the Stone-tech compactification of E; see Ruppert [18] . W E G W \ G is said to be strongly G-discrete if there is a neighborhood U 
The set D constructed in Theorem 3.3 contains large squares, since it contains wide strips. Therefore the Rw-set D is not a weak Sidon set. Hence it implies the known result that B(G)-is properly contained in WAP(G) for every infinite group G; see [4] .
FURTHER RESULTS ON FT-SETS
Dechamps-Gondim proved in [5] that countable Sidon sets in abelian groups are FT-sets. She has actually obtained the following result in her proof: if E is a countable subset of an abelian group G and if E does not contain wide strips then E is an FT-set. Her proof, with some minor modifications, also works for nonabelian groups. Proof. The "only if' part of the theorem is true no matter whether E is countable or not; see (i) ~ (ii) in Lemma 2.9. We will now outline the proof of the "if' part in four steps. Assume that E is a countable subset of G which does not contain strips of width n + 1 .
(I) Given any finite set Ll in G, there exists a finite subset F of E such that
xEG.
Indeed, by (ii) ~ (iii) in Lemma 2.9, the set F' = {x E G: IXLl n EI > n} is finite. Let F = F'll. Then (4.1) holds. See also Lemme 6.1 of [5] and Lemma 8.8 of [13] .
(II) Given any finite set Ll C G, E can be written as a disjoint union E = F U (U iE1 F) where F is finite, for i E I, Wil ~ n, and F i -I F j n Ll = 0 if
iI-i·
This is Lemme 6.2 of [5] ; see also Corollary 8.10 of [13] . We include an outline of its proof here. We may assume that Ll is symmetric and e E Ll. By (I) there exists a finite set F such that Follow the proof of Theorem 9.1 of [13] . But, unlike the proof there, the set E is not assumed to be symmetric and we apply (II) instead of Lemma 8.9 of [13] . Note that the countability of E is needed in the proof of (III).
(IV) E is an F T -set. We prove in [4] that, given any infinite group G, there exists aT-set E in G which contains large squares. This is the key step to show that B(G)-~ W AP( G) for any infinite group G; see [4] . (For abelian G this result is due to Rudin [17] and Ramirez [16] .) It turns out that a T-set can even contain large k-cubes for any given k. To prove this we need the following refinement of Lemma 3.6 of [4] . Proof. Let a( 1 , n) = 2n. For k ~ 2, define a(k, n) inductively, by setting a(k, n) = 2n (a(k -n 1 , n) r-' (For integers m, n, 0:::; m :::; n, (~) = m!(n~m)! .) Then a is the function we want. We will prove this by induction on k.
A I-cube of length n is just a finite set with n elements. If AcE, U E2 ' Suppose that (i) holds. Let {C I ' ... , C,} be the collection of subsets of A' of h .. " " '"
I "I . The above lemma implies that every relatively dense subset of an infinite group contains large k-cubes for each kEN; see [4, p. 146] . As a consequence, we can follow the proof of Proposition 3.10 of [4] to obtain the following. Johnson and Woodward [12] proved that if a subset E of an abelian group contains large k-cubes then it is not a p-Sidon set for any p < 2kjCk + 1).
Therefore Theorem 4.4 has the following consequence. We do not know whether the above corollary holds for general infinite groups.
